The adventures of Meg and friends with closed vowels. (Book 1)

START

Meg had the pig sit on her lap. Ben fell on the ship.

Did Meg cut her lip? Jim had a big bell.

Meg had a red wig.

Ben got a lot of fish. Jim will go sit in the den. Meg fell on her leg.

Ben sat on the deck. Good luck! Move ahead two spaces.

Meg fed her pet cat. Ben did a jig.

Did Ben jog with Jim?

Ben let Jim yell.

Meg hit her rib.

Meg got rid of the bell.

Meg is a mess.

Jim led the puppy to his dish. Ben met his dad.

Meg will jog. Ben let the cat lick the dish.

Jim hid on the hill.

Ben gets the win!

Jim fell in the shed. Meg had to beg.

Bad luck! Move back two spaces.

FINISH

NO CHEATING!